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Abstract 

loformation stored m cornputer files was rnalyzed to assess proctor feedback accuracy in 

a Compter-Aided Personaüzed System of Instruction. The effect of feedback on 

subsequent student responses to test questions also was assessed. Participants were 

students who m the F d  of 1996 completed an undergraduate psychology course at the 

University of Manitoba. Participants had no contact with the researcher; mstead, records 

of past student-proctor interactions were eximined. Overoll proctor accuracy was 72.6%. 

However, accuracy dropped to 36.0% when proctors graded incorrect answers. Students 

compüed at least pprtiolly with 6 1.3% of aJl instances of feedback; this vahie changed M e  

as a huiction of feedback importance. 
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Analysis of Roctor Feedback Accuracy in a 

Computer-Aided Personolized System of Instruction 

Cornputer-Aided Personaiized System of Tnstmction combines severai ahernatives 

to traditional metbods of teachmg. Developed by Joseph Pear and coîieagues at the 

Uuiversity of Manitoba (Khmer & Pear, 1988), CAPS1 utiüzes both coxuputer-mediPted 

commuaication (the students communicate with the instructor and teaching assistants via 

E-mail) and computer-managed mstruction (quizzes and exams are generated by a 

computer program and e-maiied to the students). CAPSI also shares w y  features with 

Personalized System of Instruction (PSI), d e r  which it was named, fbst described by 

Fred S. Keller ( 1968). In both systems, students are provided with clear leamhg 

objectives, which are based on the content of m e n  mtetials rather than the content of 

lectures. The objectives are grouped mto d study uuits, through which the snidents 

are âee to move at their own pace. The students write fiequent tests on the study units, 

and must demonstrate xnaaery of each unit before moving on to the next. I f a  student is 

unsuccessfil on a first a t t eq t  at a unit ted, he or she may reattempt that test as often as 
. . 

time pemiits. 

Another feature centrd to both CAPSI and PSI is the use of student assistants 

cded proctors, who score tests and provide rapid and personaîized feedback. Io CAPSI, 

studeuts act as proctcrs to other -dents m the same course: a student is eügible to act as 

a proctor and mark a test on a puticuiar snidy unit if he or she has already successfully 

completed that unit. CAPSI unit tests wnsist of several short essay questions, and there 

an typicaîiy 10 shidy units in a IZweek course. Students wbo complete d l 0  unhs have 
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therefore emitted a considerable amount of verbal behaviour related to the study materid 

Since proctors are the prllnary source of feedback on this behaviour, it is desirable that the 

proctoa be trained to provide the most effective feedback possible. To date, however, no 

study has assessed the quaiity or the content of the feedback currently being &en by 

CAPS1 proctors. This thesis remedies that deficiency. Fust, however, we look at (a) a 

number of efforts to comôine cornputer-based instruction with PSI, and m particuiar how 

these efforts addressed the proctoring component of PSI; and (b) a more detailed 

description of the CAPSI method of mstmction, especiauy in regards to the proctoring 

system. 

. e P-d Sv- of hstniction 

ui 1963, a group of four psychologists accepted rn invitation to help create a 

Department of Psychology at the newly founded University of BraS1U. As part of their 

planning they developed a new wthod of instruction, one whose features were based 

upon principles of behaviour that had been eaablished in the precedmg decades through 

the experimentai andysis of animai and human behaviour. One of the four hovatmg 

psychologists, Keller, is usually credited as the onghator of the method. He summuiz+d 

the application of remforcement theory to the development of the new method m thio way: 

"The designers of the system had the goal of mximipng the rewirds for 

educational behaviour, mmimimig chances for extinction a d  fnistration, eliminahg 

pimishment and fear, and fpciütathg the development of precise discrllnipations'' (Keller & 

Sherman, 1982, p. 48). 

Ushg these guidelines, the psychologists developed what carne to be homi as the 
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Keller Plan, or the Personalued System of Instruction. As onginaüy conceived, a PSI 

course would include the fohwing featwes: 

(a) clear study objectives, 

(b) the &vision of the materiai to be learned mto d units that cm be studied m 

a week or two, 

(c) fiepuent tests on the study units m which shidents mst demonstrate mstery of 

the study objectives, 

(d) maaery criteria so that students mst demonstrate mastery at a particular level 

before going on to îhe next level, 

(e) a number of student assistants (cded proctors) to immediately score tests and 

provide feedback, 

(1) a "go- at- your-own-p ace" feature, and 

(g) lectures used pprimnnS for motivation and demonstration rather than as a major 

means of preseoting mfomtion. In contraa, the most common approach to university 

teaching at the undergraduate leva involves lecnuaig m combmation with two or three 

ewms per semester (Terenzini & Pascarella, 1994). Shce its development, PSI has been 

used to teach courses fiom Whirlly aii subject areas, at hundreds of mstitutions m 

different pans of the wortd. A meta-analysis of many cxperimental compruisons between 

PSI and the more traditionai approach to University teachmg has demonstrated that PSI is 

considerably more effective at helpmg students to leam (Kuîik, Kuiik, 8 Bangert-Drowns, 

1990). 

III the years foiiowing Keiîer's onginai exposition of the method, miny efforts 
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were made to understand PSI'S effectiveness by determining the relative importance of its 

various features. To achieve this, researchers compared outcornes in courses where one or 

more of the basic elements were modSed or omitted. The resuhs of this rcsearch indiçate 

that 8 version of PSI that emphhnsizes mastery criteria, fiequent testing on smal units, 

expiicit study objectives, and imwdiste feedback sbould perform at Least as weli as one 

bat hcluded al1 of the components specified by Keller (Ku@, Jaksa, & Kuiik, 1978). 

Research by Cooper and Greiner (197 1) and hiNann and Weber (1974) suggests that an 

aitemative iudMdualized instruction method developed by Jack Michael at Western 

Michigan is as effective as PSI, but mcludes only those features whose importance is 

supponed by the research data. 

Compyter-Bwd P H  

In recent years, a number of univers@ instnictors have mtegrated PSI with 

another powemil educationd techology, computer-based instruction. A meta-analysis of 

studies evaluating the effectiveness of CBI (Kulik and Kulik, 1991) bas shown that, like 

PSI courses, compter-based courses are generaily supenor to the traditional alternatives 

at helpmg students to leam. An effective synthesis of the two approaches would enjoy the 

advantages of both, resuhmg in a method of instruction with great potentid. 

The features of a computer-based PSI course wül vuy dependmg upon: (a) how 

closely the course designer adheres to KeIler's original plan for PSI, and (b) what 

functions the computer is employed to perfoxm Deapers of computer-based courses 

have most commody assigned the computer to one or more of three fùnctions First, they 

have beea used as a medium of commuaication withP the classroom, an approach usuw 



referred to as computer-mediated communication (Harash, 1989; H h ,  1986; McGomb, 

1994). Second, they have been used as a tool to structure and administer lesîons and 

exams, and keep records of student performance (Crosbie & Keiiy, 1993; Halcomb et ai., 

1989; Kinsier & Peu, 1988; Pear & Khmer, 1988). This approach, which is usuaUy 

calied computer-managed mstniction, does not entd an active teaching role on the pan of 

the computer. In contrast, the third major way m which coquters are used in education 

has the computer assume the role of tutor. Known as computer-assisted instruction, this 

method uses specially designed software to present mdy matenals m ways that hopefùUy 

will promote madery (Kulik & Kulik, 1991; Kulik, Bangen, and Wüünms, 1983; Tudor, 

1995). The foiiowing section summarizes two examples of compter-based PSI m 

unkersity setthgs, and describes the courses that were created m tenns of both their PSI 

features and theu computer-based features. 

Crosbie and KeUy (1993) described a successful effort to combine PSI with 

cornputer-managed instruction. Their method was used to teach 5 1 students who were 

enroiied m an eight-week course in appiied behaviour analysis. The msiniction was in PSI 

format to the extent that: 

(a) The course material was divided into 18 study units, and students had to demonstrate 

manery of each unit (by scorbg 90% or higher on a multiple-choice unit test) before 

moving ou to the next unit. Only the grade receiveâ on the tkst attempt, however, counted 

towarâ the final grade (a L d  grade breakdown is d e s c n i  below). 

(b) The students were fiee to proceed through the study units at theù own pace. 
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(c) The materio1 to be learned was iu writtea form, and there were no lectures. 

(d) Clear objectives, in the fonn of study questions, were provided for each unit. 

The instruction differed fkom the traditional PSI format in that: 

(a) The students were required to write four multiple-choice review tests, spaced 

throughout the t e m  The scores fiom these tests made up the largest part of a student's 

mark (72% of the totai grade) while the unit tests counted only for 18%. A grade received 

on a written report made up the remahhg 10% of the final grade. The review tests were 

aot tnify selgpaced: deadlines were in place for each test, and smaU bonuses and penahies 

were awarded contingent upon meetmg or not mcethg the deadline. ûniy a student's first 

attempt on a particular review test was counted toward their final grade, but dudents 

receMug less than 90% were required to retake the review test until they had satisfied the 

mastery requirement . 

(b) The students acted as their own proctors. Test delivery and feedback (for both the unit 

and review tests) were administered by computer. When a student wished to write a test, 

he or she would bring a personal disicette to a tnicrocomputer laboratory made availible 

for purposes of the course. The diskette contained a copy of the course PSI progrim, and 

upon cornmand 60m the student wodd gcnerate a test of 10 questions for a unit test, or 

15 questions for a review test. Test items were ârawn fiom a coded database contahg 

suEciient questions for the student to repeat a test on a particulu unit several times 

without encountering a question more than once. When di of the required test items were 

completed, the computer prompted the studmt to self-score their test by showimg the 

question, the correct answer, rnd the studcat's answer for each item. The student a s s e d  
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each answer as either correct or incorrect, and the renihs, the correct answer, and the 

student's answer were ail &en to an output file for immediate penisai by the instnictor, 

who was on hand m the microcornputer laboratory. The mstructor discussed any problems 

with the snident, recorded theû grade, and updated the student's personal dislette, so that 

it would geuerate a copy of the next required test. 

Ahhough there was no experimental comporison between this computer-based 

section md a non-cornputer-based control group, Crosbie and Keily considered their 

program a success. The computer-based PSI produced: 

(a) a low rate of siudeat drop-out (Le. no students withdrew fkom the course), 

(b) low procrastination of test-taking (only 2 students failed to complete a i l  tests by the 

h d  deadline), 

(c) high student performance as measured by h a 1  grades (42% of the students received an 

A), and 

(d) positive siudeiit reactions, as meawed by a post-course quedomaire. 

In addition to the positive effects on -dents, Crosbie and Keily fomd that their 

program was effective at reducmg paperwork, and rt keepmg the instructor's duties to a 

minimum 

An on-line article pubüshed by A h  Tyree at the University of Sydney descnies a 

version of PSI that incorporates both computer-mamged mstruction and, m a later 

modification, cornputer-based tutorials. Tyree's euliest effort at computer-based PSI 

invohred a 1990 course in Tecbnology Law, invohiiig approximately 130 students. In 

accordance with the traditional PSI stnicture, Tyree's course coassted of a series of 15 



study modules, each with a number of specific le&g objectives. Written materiais were 

heavily emphasized, and although f i e  optional lechires were &en, they were poorly 

attended. The students worked at theu own pace, studying a given module until they were 

prepared to attempt a test. if they demonstrated mastery of the leamhg objectives, they 

could then proceed to study for the test on the next module. Lf the student fàiled to 

dernonstrate mastery, no penshy applied, and the student was free to attempt another test 

on that module &et a penod of reçtudying. 

'Ibe major fùnction of the computer was to assume the role of proctor. When 

writhg a module test, the students worked at a local terminal, annverhg a series of 

questions based on the behavioural objectives for that module. The questions asked were a 

kind of extended multiple choicc, or "tree questions", as Tyree describes them. For each 

tree question, the computer displayed a short paragraph describing a hypothetical legd 

situation, and then asked a series of related questions to test the student's understanding 

of the relevant legd concepts. nie tree structure of the questions was intended to more 

thoroughiy examine the reasonhg process of the student as it related to the mformation 

from the short paragraph. Module quines avenged 10 questions m length, and generdy 

required approhtely 20-30 minutes to complde. 

Tyree considered the computer-based PSI course a quolined success. W e  the 

computer testing system perfomed aU of t s  duties sdequately, some shideots were 

âiswtisfied with the hflexiile nature of the questions themselves. Tyree judged that these 

cornplaints were associated with the poor construction of somc test items, and were due 

to the mexperience of the tercher, and not îhe computer-bas4 nature of the course. 
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Despite their occasional compleints, the students performed well withm the computer- 

based PSI structure, thougb as m the case of the Crosbie and KeUy study, no non- 

cornputer-based control group was avaiiable to provide an experimental comparison. Of 

the 132 -dents who attempted at least one of the module tests, 1 16 completed al1 15 

modules, and only four of the students fded to complete enough modules to pass the 

course. Of those students that passed, 92 of them achieved a final mark of "hihigh 

distmction" (that is, a grade of 85 percent or bigher). 

CAPSI 

The computer-based version of PSI developed by Joseph Pear and colleagues at 

the University of Manitoba is highly flexible, and has been continually moditied and 

improved since its development in 1983. The following summary describes both the 

cornputer-aided aspects of CAPSI and its unique approach to proctoring, while focussing 

on those cbancterütics that have remamed relatively constant over the years. 

. * 
CO- in CAPS1 courses, the principal 

medium of communication among the students, the instructor, Pnd the teaching assistant is 

e-mail (actually, a file-access process similu to e-mail). Regular class meetings are 

sotnethes scheduled in order to provide the students with a forum for questions about the 

course, but in generaî, lectures are de-emphasized in fivour of textual materials. 0th the 

iastructor wiU meet &ce-to-hce with the snidents only at the very begimnimg of the course 

(to explain the coiuse procedures), and at the very end of the course (to mvigüste the final 

exam). Recently, even the mtroductory chss meeting bas been made umecesssry by a 

cuefully prepared lllilllual that mstnicts the studentr m the use of the computer system 
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n f e n  The primnry fùnctions of the speciijlized 

software that is used to manage a CAPS1 course are to generate unit tests and deliver 

them to studeats, assign proctors to grade a completed unit test, and deher the completed 

test to the seleaed proctors Me e-mail. Once the proctors (or the inanictor or teaching 

assistant) have marked the test and provided written feedback, the test is mniled back to 

the -dent. This method provides students with more rapid feedbsck than would nomiaily 

be possible in a traditional (non-PSI) univers@ course: a CAPS1 student can expect to 

receive their marked unit tests within 24 hours of submitting them 

e procto- The unit test questions in CAPSI require student-generated 

(i.e. short essay) answers. These answers are evaluated uot by the computer, nor by the 

student who wrote the test, but by other students within the course. When a student 

finishes writing a unit test, he or she submits the test to the CAPS1 program, which then 

assigns the test to two eligible proctors. Iftwo proctors are not avaiiable, the program 

sends the test to either the instructor or the teaching assistant. 

When proctors are asdgned a unit test to grade, their primnry responsiiility is to 

make a pasirestudy determination. A pass on a unit tesî sbould be assigned oaiy when aii 

mswers demonstrate mastery of the relevant concepts. The proctors should also pomt out 

specific deficiencies in an answer, ifit faiis to demonstrate mastery. In other words, they 

shouid explain what the studrnt would have had to do in order to receive a prss. Roctors 

are also expected to make comments that on positive and eacowging rather thau critical. 

An advantage of this method is that the test questions m y  be of the essay vanety. 

in many coinputer-managed systems, the fhct that the computer is responsble for gradmg 
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the tests sharply ümits the b d s  of questions that c m  be asked. In contrast, the CAPSI 

system requires students to demonstrate mastery of the course material through the 

construction of camplete rnswers, a behaviour that constitutes an important leamhg 

objective in many courses. 

John-, Sulzer-Aitaroi and Maass (1976) demonarated another important 

advantage of ernploying student proctors to provide feedback. In h i r  study, as m CAPSI, 

students who had successfiilly completed a partjcuiar unit could serve as proctors for 

other students in the some course who were attempting a test on that unit. This situation is 

a depamire fiom Keller's original design (Keller, 1968), in which the proctors for a &en 

PSI course iikely would be individuals who had previousiy completed that course. The 

study found that those students who served as proctors performed signiocantly @< .05) 

better on the final exam and on a generalized course achievement test than those who did 

not. 

The CAPS1 proctoring system has pitWls as weU as advantages. One coocem is 

that the proctors assigned tu mark a puticulu test may not do so promptly, a problem 

that is currently addressed by a bonus pomt system Roctors ordmarily receive hilfa point 

toward their hd grade for each instance of proaorhg they perform. However, i fa  

proctor has made him or henelf available to mirk tests, and f a 8  to mark any test withia 

24 hours fiom the time it is assigneci to him or her, haifa pomt is deducted fiom the 

proctor's haî grade total. This dehy is much greater than wbat students would 

experience in a traditional PSI course, but it is not clear that the Merence has pncticd 

significuice. While a meta-analysis by Kuülr, JasLi, and Kulik (1978) conchideci that 
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''dehyhg feedback in PSI courses intefieres with student retention of course materhi", a 

subsequent article by Robin (1978) questioned their conclusion. Robb suggested that 

previous attempts to an- the importance of immediacy were confounded by the 

simuhaneous manipulation of severaî course features. He conducted a study to isolate the 

effects of immediate versus dehyed feedback, and found b a t  wbile students have a strong 

preference for immediate feedback m PSI, the feedback can be delayed by at least 24 

hours without any detrimental effects on academic achievement. 

Another concern is whether CAPSI proctors miLe accurate discriminations about 

the quality of the answers they grade. Accuracy is miportant for at least two proctor 

duties. Fust, proctors must correctly disaiminate between adequate and inadequate 

answers on unit tests. Students are currently protected against unreasoaably demanding 

proctors by a nght to an apped A student who receives a 'Restudy" renilt on a unit test 

because a proctor judged one or more annvers to be inadequate CM plead his or her case 

to the course bstructor, who will review the studeat's answers and decide whether the 

test result should be changed to a Tass". Unfomuiately, students have less mcentive to 

appeal a test resvh that they feel was too generous; an experimental analysis of proctor 

test-scoring accurscy by Sulzer-hroff a al. ( 1977) found that retention of course 

concepts is reduced when PSI procton are too lenient m grrdgig test items reiated to 

those concepts. 

A second proctor behaviour for which accuncy is desirable is the identincation of 

the speciîic deficiencies of  inadequate answas. It is presumrbly of limited pedagogical 

vahe for a proctor to conectly ident* an answer as madequate, ifhe or sbe neglects to 
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give the studeat accurate idonnation about what would have made the rnswer better. The 

potential importance of this second type of behaviout becomes cleuer when proctor 

feedback is anaiyzed in tenns of de-govemed behaviour. 

emed b b v i o w  In e x a I n g  whether CAPS1 

proctors are providiag feedback that cm effectively rehe  the verbal behaviour of 

students, a survey of past analyses of PSI proctor behaviour provides little assistance, for 

several reasons. First, there is a tendency in PSI studies (e.g. Weaver & Miller, 1975; 

Robin & Heselton, 1977; Robin & Cook, 1978) to descnie mteractions between proctors 

aad students in ways that only make sense m the context of facoto-face, red-time 

communication. Friendly greetings and closing comments (e.g. Weaver & Miller, 1975), 

attentive iistening (e.g. Johnson, 1977), and prompthg (e.g. Quidey, 1975) bave al1 

received attention fiom PSI resemhers, but do not translate weU to e-mail 

commWUcation. Second, mon of these behaviours, with the exception of promptmg, have 

limited value as sophisticated tools for modifying verbal behaviour. 

Feedback fiom CAPS1 proaors is limited to written comments that wül probably 

not be read by the student for at least several hours, and possiily not for several days. 

Roctors cao explam what would have been needed to mke  an answer complete, or 

provide pnise for any aspect of an uiswer that was especlllly weU done. Roçtors are aIso 

given the opportunjty to provide generai comments about the test or about the audent's 

progress in the course. Unfominrtely, it is doubtfiil that any praise provided by CAPSI 

proctors serves to reinforce test-taking bebaviour. The pnise is much too deiayed to have 

a direct-actmg effect, and a reilisiic descriptive analysis should probabiy idcnt* course 
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grade as the major motivational factor (Michaei, 199 1). In other words, CAPSI students 

write and submit unit tests not to receive praiso fkom proctors, but to receive points 

towards their fmal grade. 

Codd praise fiom proctors have an effect on other student behaviours? For 

example, if a proctor praises a mident for ushg an exampie to cl@ theu ansmr, would 

the student be more Wely to use examples in the future? Agah, the praise behg given is 

too delayed to have a direct-acting effect. Ifthe -dent's subsequent example-@ring 

behaviour increased in fiequency, a difEerent explanation would be needed. One 

explanation of the value of such feedback is that it is providmg the student with a d e  for 

responding, which can be applied to a wide range of situations (questions). Any annlysis of 

shident behaviour in this context is complicated by tbe fact that many CAPSI students use 

extemal memory aids when d g  unit tests. Pen, paper, tàe course text, and study notes 

may ail be used, aîthough use of the text and notes during unit tests is discouraged by the 

instructor. Thus, whether they receive feedback applicable oniy to a specinc question, 

such as, 'Yiood explanation of this Micuit concept!", or applicable to many questions, 

"Great use of examples!", responses to friture questions may to some extent be controlled 

by what was recorded on paper while writing previous unit tests. The consistent 

presmtation of accurate, relevant d e s  is no l e s  important for the use of an extemal 

memory aid, however. In the absence of these d e s ,  the students would be writing d o m  

and l e d g  less complete answers. 

Rulagovernuice dso cm explrin the value (ifany) of feedback provided for 

Liadequate answers. When a proctor writes, "Good mswer, but to make it compkete, you 
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need to mention XIZ,  found on p. 123 in the textbook", he or she is giving a d e ,  which 

provides an implicit antecedent, "when asked this question", a response, 'h i te  your 

answer plus XYZ', and a consequence, 'vour answer will be complete (and eam full 

marks)". An informal w e y  of proctor feedback suggests that comments of this son are 

M l y  frequent, and that proctors are mon ükely to provide students with rules when an 

answer is inadequate than when it is adquate. 

Statement of the Roblem 

CAPSI can be considered a success m terms of student satisfaction. A study by 

Pear and Novak ( 1996) revealed that a majonty of students (64%) were generaily satisfied 

with CAPSI, and 77% percent of the studmts surveyed mâicated that they would take 

another course that was taught using CAPSI. A potential concern with the CAPS1 system 

is that the primary source of feedback to students on the quality of theù uiswers to the 

study questions is the student-proctor interaction. Revious research niggests that 

accuracy is an important dimension of proctor behaviour, but no assessrnent bas yet been 

made of CAPSI proctor acwacy, or of how proctor feedback affects student leamhg in a 

CAPSI course. The foilowing studies address both of these deficiencies. 

STCTDY 1: ASSESSMENT OF PROCTOR GRADLNG ACCURACY 

Method 

ParticiaPnts 

The participants were 33 students who m the fill of 1996 completed 'Wcipnçiples of 

Behaviow Modification", an undergraduate psychology class at the University of 

Manitoba (Course M7.244). None of the participants htended âirectiy with the 
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experimenter. As each student worked through the 10 study units into which the course 

material was divided, the CAPS1 program recorded the unit tests that were @en, the 

answers witten in response to those tests, md the feedback @en in response to the 

answers. The mfomtioa recorded m the CAPSI fiies constituted the data base of the 

researcb. 

Materials 

The primPry materials were the CAPSI files in which ail instances of proctoniig are 

recorded, and a persona1 compter on which the data files were viewed. Additional 

materials included a course procedures mnnual which explains the course format and 

provides instructions on how to use the computers and the CAPSI program, the course 

. . textbook, Wvio-Madincition. 1s U o w  to Do & 5th ( M ~ i l h  & 

Pear, 1996), and the instructor's manual for the textbook. 

f!tQwk 

The rnidterrn and 811 exams for the course were mspected m order to determine 

which study quenions were asked on each exam. AU unit tests were then examined, m 

order to identiS, tests which met either or both of hLo conâitions. The fyst condition was 

that the test contained a question which was asked again on a subsequent exam; the 55 

tests which met tLis condition will be nferred to as S q l e  (ne. The second condition 

combined two requirements. First, the test had to contain a question that was asked again 

of the same studait on a subsequent unit test, or tlws had already been asked of that 

student on a previous unit test. This situation sometimes uises whm a CAPSI mident 

receives a restudy resuk on a unit test; his or ber next attempt on the test for that unit may 
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the proctors were hmcted to use when p d h g  unit tests. Specificaily, an answer was 

judged to be correct only if ail poits of the question were addressed correctly and 

completely, with appropriate refwence to the relevant behavioural principles and 

procedures descnied m the course textbook. The researchers also identified in writing the 

specific deficiencies of any annw that was judged to be inadequete. An inter-observer- 

reîiability (IOR) estimate was made of the researchers' assessments of the correctness of 

each uiswer. The IOR was calcuiated by d ~ d m g  the total number of answers on which 

the observers agreed (25 1) by the totai number of answers which were assessed by both 

obscrvers (302), and multiplying by 100%; agreement was 83.1 %. 

ln the event that the reseucher ruid assistant disagreed on the adequacy of an 

answer, they discusxd the mswer's ments and deficiencies m order to reach a consensus 

about its correctness. Out of 302 questions graded, the researchen were unable to reach a 

consensus on only thtee questions, which were discuded fkom consideration in Study 1. 

R e d s  

Table 1 provides a comprehensive summary of wbat was leamed about proctor 

accuracy. Proctors made errors (that is, disagreed with the observers) m 27.4% of all 

instances of proctohg. ((he proctor evaiuating one rnswer equais one instance of 

proctoring, or IOP.) 80.0% of ail erroa were of the sort where a proctor judged an 

answer to be correct while the researchers judged t to be wong. This hnd of error (for 

convetljence, rcferred to here and m the tables as "+cnor") occurred in 64.0% of aU 

instances in which a proctor graded a wrong ansmr. CAPSI requires two proctors to 

assign a pass to a unit test m order for the student to progress to the next unit. 56.7% of 
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di incorrect answers were detected by at leaa one proctor; hawig two proctors grade 

each test thetefore reduced the perceatage of undetected wrong answers fiom 64% to 

43.3%. 

Accuracy was also assessed separately for erch month of the course. Totai errors 

as a percentage of IOPs, +enors as a percentage of totd errors, and wrong mswers as a 

percentage of total answers ail showed a slight but consistent declinc fiom September 

through November @leose refer to Table 1 for values). Chi-square values for these items: 

x2(2,N= MO)= 1.33,p>.05; x2(2 ,N= 128)=0.57,p>.05;and x2(2,N= 104)= 

5.04, p > .Os, respectively. 

Sample One was quasi-random, since the CAPS1 

program pseudo-randody selected the three questions that made up each unit test. Thus, 

the exam questions wiil have previoudy appeared on a random simple of unit tests. 

However, there was no guarantee that ail units were equdy represented. An e w m  

question taken from Unit 2, for example, wül have previously appeared ody on tests that 

were Witten on this unit. in the CAPS1 course used for these studies, none of the exams 

contained questions fiom Unit 1, which is an introductoiy unit on the course procedures. 

Also, on the kirsi midtem exam, one question was taken fiom Unit 2, one question was 

taken f om Unit 3, and two questions were taken âom Unit 4. Simüarly, two out of four 

questions on the second midterm were taken fiom Unit 7, with Units 5 and 6 providmg 

one question each. (Interestin&, it is ac- Unhs 3 and 6 that were over-represented in 

Sample (hie, but m prmciple the problem stands. nier  unids were rlso over-represented 

in Saiiiple Two, suggesimg that studentsjust made more attempts at these units, which in 
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tum suggests that they were the most dificuit.) 

Sample Two was not randorn Repeathg unit tests is conelated with the 

production of poor pnswers; hence, the tests that made up Sample Two probably had a 

higher rate of wrong anwers than the overd population of tests. Indeed, a test was Q& 

selected for Sample Two if the repeated question received some detailed feedback, and 

detailed feedback is almost cettainly more likely to be @en when the annver is actually 

wrong. 1 wodd expect these foctors to skew the statistic of overd proctor accuracy, since 

the data show that proctors are much more ükely to make discrimination errors on wrong 

answers. Sample Two also sufliers the same problem as Sample Oiie with respect to how 

weii each unit is represented. 

To address these concerns, the accuracy of each sample was assessed separately. 

Sample One, though muller than Sample Two, should be relatively representative, and it 

is therefore informative to compare the data fiom that sample to the data fiom Sample 

Two. 

Tables 2 and 3 provide a comprehensive summsiy of what was leamed about 

proctor accuracy in Somples One and Two, respectively. As eqected, wrong answers as a 

percentage of total mswers were much higher for Sample Two (41.4%, compared to 

23.4% for Sample One). Total erron as o percentage of IOPs were aîso higher for Sample 

Two (3 1.3%, compared to 20.8% for Sample One). However, +mors as a percentage of 

total errors was higher for Sampk ûne thrn for Sampk Two (88.9% versus 76.5%), as 

was +enors as a percentage of proaorhg mstances on wrong answers (78.4% versus 

59.1%). 
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When interpetmg these statistics, it is heipfùl to remember that the figures 

expressed are totals and percentages across ail IOPs, ancl therefore they do not reveal the 

variation that exists omong indidual proctors. A proctor-by-proctor analysis of graâing 

accuracy (based on the combined sample of 10 1 unit tests) is provided in Table 4. 

The Table shows that h ternis of total enors as a percentage of total IOPs, 

proctors ruiged from 0% to 50%. However, proctors differed widely m their abiljty to 

detect wrong answers. The proaor with the most mstances of proctoring (5 1) in the 

combined sample encountered 13 wrong answers, and fàiîed to identify any of them The 

3rd busiea proctor (42 IOPs) encountered 16 wrong answers, and only failed to identify 

two of them. (However, this same proctor made 10 -errors: over 30% of the 32 -enors m 

the entire combined sample.) Out of ail 33 proctors, 7 had a 100% error rate at identifymg 

wrong answers, while 14 had an error rate of 80% or higher on this ta&. It might be 

objected that perhaps these values are behg infiated by proctors who oniy encountered 

one or two wrong rnswers and M e d  to iden* them However, the mean number of 

wrong answers encountered by these 14 proctors was 5.9, and some of the busiest 

proctors showed hi& error rates. ûfthe 15 proctors who graded 17 or mon questions in 

the sample ( 17.7 being the mean), 5 had a 80% or higher error rate at ident@ing wrong 

answers. 

Discussion 

The limited randoumess of Slmple ûne and the non-randonmess of Sample Two 

pose oniy a minor threat to the number and quaiity of conclusions that may be drawn 

regardmg proctor a c m c y .  Specificaity, i fa  non-random -le (or even a rmdom one, 
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for that matter) has a greater proportion of wong answers than the overd populition, it 

will tend to depress measures of overail proctor accuracy, since proctors have been shown 

to tuake more errors on wrong answers than on correct ones. However, accurate measures 

of proctor accurocy on incorrect answers cm be obtained kom such a -le, and these 

statistics are at least as mteresting and iriiponnnt fiom a pedagogicd standpoint. 

It is clear, for example, that stronger measwes should be taken in CAPSI-tau& 

courses to insure that wrong answers on unit tests are detected. A possible solution would 

be to require three proctors to grade each unit test instead of ody two; this approach 

would have the additional benefit of increagng the amount of proctoring done in the 

course, which bas pedagogical value in its own right, as show by Johnson, 

Sulzer-Azaroe and Maass ( 1976). Funher, the individual proctor data (e.g. Table 4, 

column 7, rows 5, 13,20,23,25, 30, and 33) show that at least some proctors 

consistently issue passes regardless of the quality of the answers they grade (and 

conversely, that some proctors are much too demanding; e.g. c o l m  8, row 1). A 

posaile improvement to the system would invohe reguipr spot checks to identifjt such 

proctors and provide individuslitcd feedback. 

Regarding the three statistics that show a sügbt but consistent decbe over the 

duration of the course, it seems reasonable to infer that one of them is a strong iathience 

on the other two. Specificdy, since wrong answen as a percentage of total answers 

decreased fiom rnontb to month (Table 1, row 12), it should be expected that errors on 

wrmg rnnvcrs would d e  a m d e r  and srmler conmaution to totd emrs Hence, even 

thougb proctors were not more accurate at detectmg wrmg answcrs in the later moiitbs, 
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overd errors as a percentage of IOPs decreased fiom month to month (Table 1, row 3) as 

a result of a decreasbg proportion of mong answers being made. 

Suppon for this inteqretation cm bc found by comparing these three statistics for 

Samples One and Two ~parately. In Sample Two, wrong answers as a percentage of total 

answers dropped off somewhat fiom month to month (Table 3, row 12; 13.7 percentage 

points fiom September to Novernber; [2, = 781 = 2.92, g > .O5 , but to a lesser extent 

than for the combined suople (18 points), and to a much lesser extent than for Sample 

One (Table 2, row 12; 32.6 points; x2 (2, = 261 = 22.97, Q < .05). niis relitionship was 

mirrored in +erron as a percentage of total errors; in the combhed sample this statistic 

dropped 8.7 points over 3 months while in Sample One the drop was 23.8 pomts (x2 [2, 

= 40) = 3.90, p > .OS), anâ in Sunple Two the statistic actuaiîy mcreased by 5 points: 

X2 [2, = 881 = 0.18, p > .OS. (Please see row 7, Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectiveiy.) 

Similirîy, total errors as a percentage of IOPs decreased by 7.8 points in the combined 

Sample, and by 25.9 points in S q l e  Che (x2 [2, N = 451 = 16.876, p < .05), yet 

increased by 3 pomts m S q l e  Two: X2 (2, = 1 15) = 0.16, p > .OS. (Please see row 3, 

Tables 1,2, and 3, respectiveb.) 

A suiprising remît of uulyzing the -les seprntely was that proctors in Sample 

Two wen bener at identifyiog wrong rnswers. +Errors as a percentage of IOPs on wrong 

answers was oniy 59.1% for Sample Two, versus 78.4% for Sample ûne (row 6, Tables 3 

and 2, respectiveîy). Since the sune ptoctors were dohg the graâing m both samples, 

what might explain this diffirence of neariy 20 points? (hie possiiiiity is that the greater 

fiequency of errors on tests in S q l e  Two had a possive inQuence on the scrutiny the 
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proctors applied to gradhg them That is, a kind of %al0 effect" may have been operatmg 

on the tests in Sample One as compared to S a q l e  Two. Perhaps when a test only bas one 

wrong answer, proctors are more ükely to overlook the deficiency ifthe remniaing 

questions were answered correctly. However, a test with two or three wrmg answers may 

prompt proctors to examine each answer more closely. Fwther research is required to 

isoîate and co&m this relationship. 

Factors not adâressed m this study but which may be important determinants of 

proctor accuracy mclude question âifiicuity and proctor experience. Are there questions, 

or types of questions, for which proctors have more difiîcuhy assessing whether they have 

been answered correctly? How does proctor accuracy change as a fùnction of how many 

tests the proctor has graded? HopeUy, fùture analyses of proctor accuracy will attempt 

to answer both of these questions. 

STUDY 2: EFFECT OF FEEDBACK ON SUBSEQüENT STLlDENT RESPONSES 

Method 

The paiticipants and miterials employed in this study were identical to those 

employed in the previous study. 

Rocedure 

Cleuty, not 9 fcedback is equaL Mukers 

produce a wide range of comments in response to the answers they grade, and these 

comments vary m te= of their content, accuricy, importance, and rny numba of other 

properties. Lfthe likelihood that a @en mstrnce o f  feedback will produce a desinble 

change in behavior depends at hast in p u t  on the ptoperties it possesses, it is important to 
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understand this relationship. Investigating this issue is a prerequigte to addressing the 

practical question: what cm be done to make feedback more kely to be followed? in 

other words, what propenies feedback have? 

It is important to define and dcmarcate mstances of feedback (IOFs) precisely 

because: (1) to apply any anaiysis of the properties of feedback (e.g. accuracy), it is 

necesscuy to hiow exnctiy what to apply it &, and (2) even if many IOFs seem easy to 

i d e n a  the extent to whicb they were followed may not be so clear. The foiiowing 

sections descnie the procedure used to identify and classfy IOFS assess their accuracy, 

and judge the extent to which they were followed. 

. . . . Identifvmn AU IOFs were operationally identilïed by 

considering wbether or not the student could have "followed" the comment; that is, by 

considering wheîher the comment modeled, stated, implied, or requested a behavior that 

the student could have (and p r c m b l y ,  shouid have) emitted in the context of writmg a 

subsequent answer. However, a distinction was made between general IOFs, whicb con be 

apptied to many Merent answers, and question-specific IOFs. Question-specific IOFs (the 

focus of this study) cm only be used to guide changes in a student's answer to the 

particuiar question on which the feedback is given. 

Determinhg precisely where a question-specific IOF began and ended was 

accomplished by identifjing it as one of the five types described below. 

me L The marker provided a mode1 of the correct answer (or some part of it) 

for the student. The criteria for judging membersbip m this type was whether the 

comment, or any part of it (even one worâ, ifthat word was clearly the key point that was 
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missing/wrong in the student's answer) could be "cut and pasted" directly mto the student's 

answer. Discrete IOFs were defined for the sake of convenience as a word or contigous 

series of words, up to and includmg a M sentence. Serializations were an exception: if a 

sentence provided an itemized list of thmgs that needed to be included in the answer, each 

item in the üst was a separate IOF. Similady, within a siagie sentence any independent 

clauses separated by "and" or "but" were counted separately. 

The models in Type 1 IOFs were ofken prefaced by some words like, 'You need to 

mention...", making the comment resemble a Type 2 IOF. However, it did not matter that 

the comment couid also be interpreted this way; as long as some part of the sentence 

could be transphted more or less directly into the mident's nea answer, it was treated as 

a Type 1 IOF. 

Type 1 feedback can be concemed with either behavioral excesses or deficits. 

Markers sometimes addressed an excess using Type 1 feedback by iden twg exactly 

what the studcnt said that needed to be removed fiom the answer. For example, one 

marker simuLaneously identitied a deficit and an excess by writing, "...in the next two 

parts of the question you want to say 'capability', not 'abiiit$" 

The marker provided a description of a change iii the student's verbal 

bebavior tha t would improve tbe answer (at least in the opinion of the mrker, as best this 

couid be infened). The disthguishing feature of IOFs m this category (as compared to 

Type 1) was that the marker did not give the student a mode1 of what needed to be done. 

For example, the comment, "You a d  to mention that extinction cm be used mstead of 

punishmot when an undesirable behavior needs to be decreased is a Type 1 IOF: 
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everything that appears afker the words "You need to mention that ..." can be used by the 

student as a mode1 for their next answer. However, the comment, 'You need to mention 

an alternative to punishment" is Type 2: a deficiency is brought to the student's attention, 

but they must formulate an bnproved version of their answer on their own. 

L l e  Type I feedback, Type 2 IOFs cm identify an excess or a deficit m a student's 

answer. For exnmple, a marker may write, "you overemphasized the respondent 

components of the emotionai response". 

me 2. The marker gave one or more examples. There are some details of 

examples given by markers that students wouM not be expected to incorporate into their 

own answers (Le. the porticulars of the situation, behavior, etc.). However, a markets 

example may have bad one or more features required for a correct annver that were not 

present in the student's example(s). Each of these features was an IOF. This type of IOF 

can be diflicuh to demarcate, h c e  the features may have to be abstracted fiom the 

p~niculan provided by the marker. When reading aa example provided by a marker, the 

researchers asked, "what did the marker do in this example that the -dent didn't do m 

theus?" The Pnswer was the IOF(s). 

we 4' The marker ssked a question d o s e  answer would be a beneficial addition 

to the overali answer, or to draw attention to a mistake the student has made. Each 

question counted as a separate IOF. 

Questions were occasionally asked m "multiple cboice" &&ion (e.g. "Wbat dehes  

'indirect'? 1 s? 30 s? One bour?"). Obviously, not ail of these questions wodd have to be 

answered in order to demonstnte c o m p b c e  with the feedback. Accordin&, t h q  were 
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counted as a single iOF which was followed if the correct option was selected. 

Qpe 5 L  The mrker gave one or more page aumbers fkom the teabook, implying 

or asserthg that the -dent should read those pages to find the infiormation they needed 

to improve theu answer. 

Markers made many comments that were not counted as IOFs in this study, 

despite the faa that they were indeed feedback and might have had an effect on 

subsequent responding. Five sons of comment that were excluded fiom consideration are 

described here. 

1. Statements thrt identified only wbat the student did correctly, even if that 

statement was a prehide to identifjing a problem with the answer, were not considered 

IOFs (e.g. "You are on the nght trac& re: the notion of extmction. However.. ."). 

2. Statements that were offered as exphnation for, or justification OS an IOF were 

not considered IOFs. For ewmple, "You should nlso add bat  originaily both men were 

on a continuous reiaforcement scbedule. Ifthis [i.e. the way the mident descnied it] were 

the way the study was actually c h e d  out, one could simply say that the tnan on the 

intermittent schedde was more resisiant to extinction for a vuiety of history reasws". In 

this example, the fist sentence is clearly a Type 1 IOF. The 2nd sentence is a rationale for 

why the response indicated by the Type 1 IOF needs to  be inchidcd m the answer. 

3. Statements that asserted, "you dont have to do this, but you might", without 

indicating that it was necessary for mastery or even that it would improve the answer were 

not considered lOFs. A good example: "Note that behavior selected for baseline does not 

have to be one of social interaction, siznply because you are trying to determine if6social 
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attention' of addt is a reinforcer." The w k e r  may have been vyllig to clear up some 

confusion on the pan of the dudent, but the snident's next rnswer could stiil have 

demonstra ted mastery without foilowing this comment. 

4. Statements that recommended covea behavior (e.g. 'Vou need to re-examine 

your understanding of this") were not considered IOFs. 

5. Statements that were so ambiguous or poorly worded that it was Unpossile to 

tell what the marker meant were not considered IOFs. 

IOF accurpcv. IOFs were inaccurate in at least two important ways. Type A errors 

were made when a IOF was not based on an accurate reading of the answer. In other 

words, the marker asserted that the student needed to inchide something in their answer 

which was in fact already present (or in the case of Type 4 feedback, asked the student a 

question which they had alrendy answered). Altemately, the marker may bave asserted 

that the student needed to remove something fiom their answer which wasi't realiy there. 

Type B errors were made when a IOF was not consistent with the idormation 

found in the text (or in the course lectures, where dinerent). In other words, the marker 

told the student to do something that was wrong, or to do somethmg that was nght. 

It is possible for an [OF to be both an A and a B error, though no examples were 

found ia this studj~ It would mean that the =ka admonidied the student to include X in 

their answer when X was aheady t h e  and wrong (that is, mconsistent with the 

information in the text). An alternate sort of A/B enor would mvolve a muker suggesthg 

that the student nmove Y from their answer when Y waa't r e m  there, but furthemore 

Y be there (i.e. ifit were there, removing it would have made the answer wrong). 
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However, this is such a strange tmgle of mistalces that it is hard to imagine it ever actuaily 

occumog. 

Type 1 IOFs cm be quite detaileâ, so it is possible that ody a part of the mode1 

may be inaccurate. #en evahiathg the accuracy of a Type 1 IOF, the observers identified 

aii of tàe ways in which it m y e d  Eorn 100% accuracy, and stated the type of error in 

each case. T h e  levels were used to assess accuracy: zero, partial, and total. This 

approach acknowledged the relative sophisiication witb which accmcy of Type 1 

feedback may be dehed, without becouhg bogged d o m  m a precise word-by-word 

analysis. 

JOF OAen, markers suggest changes that wouid resuh in a superior 

answer, but that aren't reaily necessary for mistery. Students undoubtedly make 

judgements about the importance of the feedback they receive, and hence it is necessary to 

evaluate IOF importance as a possible determinant of IOF cornpliance. In other words, are 

students less likely to foUow non-essentiai cornments tban essentiai ones? 

in this study IOF importance was gauged in two ways. The 6rst approach was to 

consider whether the test on which the IOF was presented received a pas  or a restudy. It 

is reasonable to believe that markers who provided IOFs on tests to which they assigned a 

pass thought that compüince with those IOFs was not essential for rmstery. It is aiso 

reasonable to suppose that students formhg judgements about the importance of IOFs 

might arrive at this same conclusion. The second approach was to consider what the 

marka asserted or implied about the adequacy of the specinc question on which the IOF 

was provided. 'Ihis malysis takes into account cases m which an answer received one or 
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more IOFs, but it m fact it was the inadequacy of another answer on the test which 

resulted in a restudy resuh. 

ce Evaluatim of the extent to which an IOF was 

followed depended upon its type. 

me lL Cornpliance could theoreticaily be evaiuated by quantifying the degree of 

semantic equivdence bet-ween the IOF and what the student writes m their next answer. 

For example, when a mrrker says that "A baseline is the measurement that you take of 

your individually defined target behavior that you plan to change", the student's next 

answer to the same question might change in a way relsted to this IOF by statmg (if it 

didn't airead y) the t a baseline is: 

(a) a measurement, 

(b) taken of a behavior, 

and that the behavior is: 

i a target behavior, 

ii. inciividuaiiy defined, 

5. one that you plan to change. 

nie audent's next answer may mclude none, some, or aîî of these fàcts, and thus, 

each bct potentdy counts as a distinct IOF. 

For practicai purposes, however, uialyzing a large amount of feedback m this way 

would be prohiiitively the-cousuming. A more manageable aitemative, whicb this study 

used, was to idaitify each discrete instance of Type 1 feedback, and focus on the ways in 

which the student Med to produce a statement or statemmts having semantic equivaîence 
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with the IOF. However, discrepancies were only recorded h m  they resuhed in PG 

iderior answer; the critena here was not that the difference must be one whicb would 

prevedpermit mastery, but mereiy whether it conviiuted to a better answer at a& in the 

judgement of the observers. Based on this assesment, compliance was rated as either 

zero, paxtiai, or full. 

As preMously noteâ, the statement behg modeled wrs often prefaced by some 

words for which comspondenco was not be determbed (e.g. "It is important to mention 

that. .. "). The significaace of these additional words might be addressed in a fiiture study. 

Jjge 2' Cornpliance with this kind of feedback cannot be evaiuated by checkhg 

semantic equivalence with wbat the mrrker wrote, but must be operationaiized in some 

other way. The reseuchers independently selected their own criteria for compliance with 

IOFs in this category, in mucb the same way that ri mrrker decides whether a shidy 

question bas bem mswered conectly or not. 

Both Type 1 and Type 2 feedbsck were sometimes &en m a conditional form, 

such as when mentionhg an excess: "if you want to say X, you should say Y". if the 

antecedent X were not present in the student's next answer, it would be abwd to eqect 

the student to mclude the consquent Y. ifthe antecedent were present but the 

consequent was not, the conditional counted as an IOF that did not produce compliance. 

Ifneither the antecedent aor the consequent was pnsait, it counted as an IOF that did 

produce cornpliance. 

me 3& These IOFs were compüed witb if the exampie(s) m the sîudent's next 

answer mchded those fertures which were m the mulets examples. 
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ljlpe 4L Obviously, when mirkers ask questions, semantic correspondence can't be 

expected of subsequent student responses Compliance was judged accordmg to whether 

the -dent answered the question, m a tnanner sirnilar to that descnied for Type 2 IOFs. 

For questions not meant to evoke an answer, but to draw attention to a mistaLe 

(e.g. "1s cornplainhg a desirable behavior that is dortunately extinguished?" ), eümùiatioa 

of the mistake constituted compbce. 

Questions asked m "multiple choice" fishion were counted as a single IOF which 

was foilowed if the correct option was selected. 

mg One way of rnalyeng this feedback would be to say that it is a 

sub-category of Type 1, and that the IOFs are those elements fiom the quoted teabook 

page(s) which were misshg fiom the studentls answer. Analysis could theoreticdy 

proceed in a way sirnihr to wtiat was described (but ultimately rejected) for Type 1, witb 

the semantic breakdown being performed not on what the marker said, but on the 

information tom the textbook which the reswchers judge to be relevant to improving the 

answer. However, spart fiom being prohiitively laborious, this approach makes the 

assumption that the midents were able to find the appropriate idormition in the textbook, 

and that they could discriminate what was relevant fiom what wasn't. Thus, compliuice 

with this kind of IOF was evrhuted simply by judging whether the student gave the 

correct answer on theu next cncounter with the question. 

wrob-  IO& Sometimes two procton make vixtuaily the sune 

comment in rcsponse to an mswer. Should thea comments count as a single IOF, or have 

two IOFs been given? Simüuly, a single market may rnake one comment, and then repeat 
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it a siigbtly dinerent way. How many IOFs have been &en in this case? 

One way to address this problem would be to count every IOF, even ifredunduit. 

Using this rnethod would produce data that accmtely refkcted the frequency of the 

diaerent types of IOF. It would also prevent the strange situations created by counting 

two or more comments as a Smgle IOF (such as an IOF that is Simuitaneousiy two 

different types). A senous disadvantage of this approach is that a single behavior fiom a 

snident could count as cornplionce with a number of IOFs. This would adversely affect the 

data by mflating the proportion of IOFs that produced complimce. 
r 

Another solution would be to devise a scheme for analyzing IOFs that eüminates 

redundancy. The scheme wodd provide guidelines for deciding wtiich IOFs sûouid be 

' counted, and which shouid not, on the grounds that they are either equivalent to or 

entailed by another IOF. ûne disadvantage of this approach has already been mentioned: 

strange situations develop that can ody be eliminaated by creating guidebes that are 

essentiaiiy arbitrary. For example, it is possible for a Type 2 IOF and a Type 4 IOF to have 

exactly the same practical meuring. These should presumably be counted as a single IOF, 

but of what type? Another disadvmtage of this approach is that potentially valuable 

information is obscured when some IOFs are ignored (for example, the reiative fiequency 

of the various IOF types). 

n ie  approach taken in this shidy was to combine these two solutions. AU IOFs 

were identified, categoned. and assessed for accuncy. Mer aU the data producd by this 

procedure were collected, a scheme for eliminating redundrnt IOFs was applied, m order 

to accurately depict the extent to which IOFs were foilowed. 
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for . .  . Two relationships commonly e i a  

between IOFs: equivalence and implication. Equivalence exkts between IOFs that have 

the same operational requirement for compliance. For example, "Your answer re: d e s  is 

too vague. What specincaily is meont?" The student must do one thing to comply with 

both of these IOFs: be more specific about what they said rcgudmg des .  Therefore, they 

counted as a single IOF when analmg compliance. 

Equivaience cm exist between statements which are not ody of di8érent types, but 

wfiich Mer in number. in each case, the objective was not to let a single behavior emitted 

by the student count as comphcc for more than one IOF. For example, suppose a 

marker gave the Type 2 IOF, "you need to mention the effects of an FR schedule" and 

then stated the thtee characteristic effects (which wodd be Type 1 feedback). Ifthe 

student identined au three effects m th& subsequent answer, then the "you need to 

mention" statemeiit would not count as a separate IOF. Similady, however, the student 

would not be "penalized" for non-compüance mon than once, even ifa single behavior 

would sati* more thrn one IOF. in the previous example, suppose the student identified 

only two of the characteristic effects; it would make Little sense for both the third effect 

& the "you need to mention.. ." comment to count as IOFs not foiiowed. The d e  for 

such cases was this: when one 10F bad the sune practicd meaning as the conjuoction of 

two or more other IOFs, the lone IOF would not be counted. 

implication exids between IOFs A and B if compliuice witb A entails compliance 

with B, and the reverse is not m e .  For ewmple, on one unit test a proctor made the 

general comment: "you a b  have to be a iittle bit more specinc." The proctor then 
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elaborated by saying, "you have to identify why the response is being remforced for 

occuning at a low rate." Compbce with the second comment entaiis compliaace with 

the fùst: if the studeut were to identiîy why the response is bemg remforced for occurring 

at a low rate, it wouid follow that they were bemg more specifk However, the student 

couid have produced a more specific answer without compiymg with the second comment. 

Both commeats in the prwious example are Type 2, but the proctor elaborated 

even M e r  by saying, "la short, you have to mention.. . that the response has to be an 

undesirable one or desirable but preferred to be occurring at lower rates." Here the IOF is 

of Type 1. Uthk last IOF produced compiiance, the praious two comments would not be 

counted as distinct IOFs (since they are automaticaily folîowed ifthe last one is). 

Consistent with this, ifthe second comment were foilowed, the first comment would not 

count as an IOF, but the third comment would (albeit one that didn't produce compüance). 

Thus, the mle of economy &ch guided the decision in the example about FR schedules 

must be supplemented by a guideLe to select the most explicit IOF that was followed, 

when a relationship of implication exists among two or more IOFs. ifit happas that noue 

of the comments were compüed with, only the most explicit comment should be counted 

as an IOF not fotlowed. 

The procedure outlimed in the ptecedmg sections was performed by the researcher 

on in unit test questions from Samples One and Two that were asked again on a 

subsequent exam or unit test, whether graded by student proctors or by the instmctor or 

teachmg assistant. Ail IOFs givcn to the answers to these questions were identified and 

rated for accmcy. Compbce was then assesxd for al1 non-redundmt IOFs. 
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The procedure was also performed by second researcher with expert knowledge of 

the course material (the sPme assistant descnied m Study 1) on 36 unit tests taken from 

Samples ûne and Two. An IOR was calcuiated on four sepante tasks: IOF identification, 

determination of IOF type, assessment of IOF accuracy, and assessment of complimce 

with each IOF. To perfonn these tasks, the researchers appüed criteria from an early 

version of the descriptions of IOF types, accuracy, and standards for cornphce presented 

in the preceding sections. Tbree pnctice sets of unit tests, consistmg of 4, 1 1, and 6 tests 

respectively, were assessed by both researchers. When each set was completed, the 

researchers ûiscussed and rehed the criteria for my task on which agreement was less 

than 80%. When agreement on all tasks was at least 80%, the hi1 version of the 

descriptions and examples were written into the introduction. This occurred on the third 

set, which was subsequently expanded to 2 1 tests; the IORf were calnilrted on the 

evaluations ofthese 2 1 unit tests. 

Ch the first task, the researchers agreed on 77 comments being IOFs, and 

disagreed on 19, resulting in an IOR of 80.2% (77/(77+ 19) x 100%). (ni the second task, 

the researchers agreed about the type of 63 of the 77 mutuslly ackuowledged IOFs, 

resulting m an IOR of 8 1.8% (63/77 x 100%). û a  the third task, the researchers agreed 

about the accuircy of 75 of the 77 muiudy scknowledged IOFs, resulthg in an IOR of 

97.4% (75177 x 100%). Ch the fouith ta&, the researchers agreed about conpbce  with 

69 of the 77 muhiaiiy acknowledged IOFs, redting m an IOR of 89.6% (69/77 x 100%). 

The 77 agreed-upon IOFs represent a 35.5% slnple of the 2 17 IOFs uhimitely identi6ied 

m the feedback given m Sampks ûne and Two. 
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In the case of disagreements on any of these four tasks, the reseatchen discussed 

the disputed comment in an rttempt to reach a consensus. A consensus wes uhhte ly  

reached on ail comments and ail applicable trsks. 

R e d t s  

Markers provided 2 17 instances of feedback (including redundant IOFs) to 26 

students on 77 questions. Ofthe 2 17 IOFs 167 were found to be non-redundant 

accordhg to the guidehes described m the procedure section. Table 5 provides a 

comprehensive summiry of the relative fiequency of the five types of IOF, as well as IOF 

accuracy as a function of type. Types 1 and 2 accounted for the great majority (nearly 

90%) of IOFs provided by markers (columa 3). IOF accuracy was high: 88% for ail IOFs, 

and 87.4% for non-redundant IOFs  col^ 5). Accuracy was slightly lower for Type 1 

and Type 4 feedback than for the other types: for the 3 Types that were represented by 5 

or more IOFs, x2 (2, = 140) = 0.639, g > .05. in only one case (noted separately in 

Table 5) did equivdence eMst between two IOFs of dinerent types. in only eight cases 

was the same IOF provided by both markers. 

Cornpliance was analyzed for al1 non-reduodant IOFs; the results are summuized 

in Table 6. For 12 IOFs, compliuice was not applicable, either because the IOF 

committed type A m r ,  or because the student's subsequent answer was sufüciently 

changed that the 10F became imlevant. Eighty-fie (54.8%) of the remaining 155 IOFs 

were complied with f U y  (row 7, cab 5). An additionai 10 IOFs produced partial 

compbce,  so that 61.3% of IOFs were complied with to at least some degree. 

Twenty-he IOFs m the srimple were applicable to a total of two answers. 'Ibat is, 
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a audent was given feedback on a particular mswer, and was asked that same question 

twice more, eithei on two subsequent unit tests, or on a unit test and an exam. Ofthe 25 

IOFs IS were non-redundant, and for 1 of the 15, compliance was oot applicable. 

For four of these IOFS compliuice was zero on the first recurrence of the relevant 

question. Ch the second recurrence of the question, complimce was zero for 2 of the 4; 

for the third, compliance was partiai, ind for the las, compliance was Ml. 

For ten of these IOFs, compliance was fùil on the first recwence of the relevant 

question. ûn the second recurrence of the question, compüance was zero for 4 of the 10. 

However, it should be noted that aii four of these were directed at a single student, and 

that the relevant question recumd on a mid-term exam, not on a unit test. Compiiance 

was fidi for the remPiniag six IOFs. 

Seven IOFs in the sample were applicable to a total of three answers; five of these 

were non-redundant, and compünoce was applicable to al1 five. One IOF failed to produce 

compüance on my subsequent answer. Two produced partid compliance on each 

subsequent answer. The remain.ing two IOFs produced fidl cornpliance on each subsequent 

answer. 

Tables 5 and 6 chancterize the IOFs provided by aU markers in the course: the 

proctors, the instnictor, and the teacbg assistant. Considered separately, the instructor 

and TA provided 68 IOFs, 3 1.3% of the total 2 17 provided m the sunple; data on 

accuracy and cornpliance for these IOFs are summanæd m Tables 7 and 8, respectively. 

Feedback provided by these mdMdurls was highiy accurate: 92.6% for redundant aad 

9 1.1% for non-redundant IOFs, figures quite close to thor for the overafl sample ( c o i m  
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5). A greater proportion of IOFs provided by the hstnictor and TA were non-redundant: 

56 out of 68, or 82.4%, verais 77.0% for the entire suq>le. Full compiiance with non- 

redundant IOFs was also somewhat higher: 63.3% for the inanictor and TA versus 54.8% 

for proctors ody. However, the mciusion of IOFs producing partial compliance Wiually 

erases Uiis daerence (6 1.3% for aii markers versus 63.3% for instnictor/TA). FhaUy, 

d e n t  merences iP the distn%ution of these 68 IOFs among the 5 types (detded M y  m 

Table 7) klude a total absence of both Type 3 and Type 5 feedback, and greater 

proportions of Type 2 and Type 4 feedback. In fact, ail 10 non-redundant Type 4 IOFs 

found in the overd ample were proviâed by either the mstructor or teachmg assistant. 

in the fbst imporîance analysis (performed on a test-by-test basis) the 155 

non-redundant IOFs for which compiiance was applicable were considered. Fifteen of 

those IOFs were @en on tests which received a pass, while 140 were @en on tests 

which received a restudy. For the 15 IOFs on passed tests, compliance was 60%: 9 were 

coqiied with (either f U y  or p a M y ) ,  while 6 werc not. For the 140 IOFs on "restudy" 

tests, compliance was 6 1.4%: 86 were complied with (either hlly or paitially), whüe 54 

were not. 

The second Unportance analysis (perfomed on a question-by-question basis) 

considered the same 15 5 IOFs. There were 6 L IOFs provided on answers that al1 markcrs 

indicoted or impüed were inadequate for a pass. For these IOFs, compliance was 63.9%: 

39 were compli«l with, whüe 22 were not. 

There were 57 IOFs provided on answers that one marker mdicated or impüed was 

inadequate for a pass, M e  the other market mdicated the opposite. For thew IOFs, 



compliance was 6 1.4%: 35 were complied with, while 22 were not. 

There were 37 IOFs provided on answers thrt al markers indicated or impiied 

were adequate for a pass For these IOFs, compüance was 54.1%: 20 were coqlied with, 

wtiile 17 were not. 

Another potenta determinant of IOF cornpliance is the amount of time between 

the presentation of the IOF and the recurrence of the relevant answer. To evahate this, 

the 155 IOFs for which compüance was applicable were ewmined. For the 95 IOFs which 

produced either fidi or partial compliance, mean t h e  between the annvers to which the 

IOFs applied was 6.28 days. For the 60 IOFs which did not produce compliance, mean 

time between the Pnswers to which the IOFs applicl was 4.87 days. 

Discussion 

10F accuracy was impressiveiy high. However, the faa that only 8 out of 2 17 

IOFs were given by both markers of a single answer highlights the problem reveaied by 

Smdy 1: procton are too Iürety to miss or ignore deficiencies in answers. 

Tbe evidence did not mdicate that an IOF's type is a uxful predktor of 

compliance with the 10F. Ahhough fidl compliuice was oniy 45.9% for Type 1 versus 

60.3% for Type 2 (for the 3 Types represented by 5 or more coqlied-with IOFs, x2 [2, 

= 8 11 = 2.44, p > .OS), tbis 15 point difference vanishes if both fU and partial cornpliance 

are considered for Type 1 (Table 6, colunm 5). However, more data are needed to obtah 

a cleu picture of the interaction between IOF type and compüance, especially with respect 

to Types 3,4, and S. Additional data would iIso help to detemine whether certain 

students respond more fivorably to IOFs of a pruticular type. 
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Overaiî cornphce with non-redundant iOFs was rather low (about 55% full 

coqlinoce, or 6 1% for both fidl and partial), and iniproved ody siigbtly (to about 63%) 

for IOFs which were given by the mstruaor and TA An mteresting implication of this 

resuh is that it may be Mcuit to train proctors sufEcientiy to produce a marked 

improvement in the proportion of theu IOFs which produce cornpliance. M e r  a& both the 

instnictor and TA in this course had greater knowledge of the subject matter and more 

experience providing feedback thm could rerlisticaiiy be iriiparted to a studcnt in the 

contea of a single university course, and yet were unable to provide more effective 

feedback. HopefÙlly, techniques for improving feedback can be developed that would 

benefit instructors and TAS as weii as proaors. 

Compiiance also changed linle as a function of IOF importance, at least as 

importance was defhed m this study. Whether the feedback was @en along with a pass 

or a restudy resuh, and whatever the muker(s) mdicated about the adequacy of the 

individual question to which the feedback pertahed, compüance remamed close to 60%. 

Finaly, it does not appear that compiiance with IOFs is l e s  likely when longer 

time intervals pass between presentation of the feedback md the next ocamence of the 

relevant question. 

It is important to note that due to a temporuy difficuity with the computer tiles, it 

was not possible to obtam data on any appeais which students made about the grade they 

received on unit tests. Clearly, m every case that a student had to wnte two or more tests 

on the same unit, it's d e  to say tbrt ifthere was m appeai, it was denied (othetwjse, the 

student would not have had to repeat the unit test). Nevertheles, there is no accountmg 
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for the feedback that the instnictor might have givea to the student at the tirne h t  they 

made their appul. This feedback migbt have increased the student's understanding of the 

relevant course topic, thereby mcreasing the ükelihood that they would comply with the 

original IOF. Fortunately, this circumstance was probably only present m a fraction of the 

cases ewmined in this siudy, and even if the percentage of compüance was inflated as a 

result, that percentage was still low enough to illustrate a l e g i h t e  concem with the 

CAPS1 p r o c t o ~ g  system 

It may be objected that the "compiiance" data does not actudy demonstrate a 

clear relationship between the presentrtioa of feedback and improvements in subsequent 

answers. Without a control condition, we do not know the fkequency or extent to which 

students improve theù answers m the absence of mirker feedback. Some confidence that 

the degree of compliance shown m Study 2 was indeed a bc t ion  of marker feedback cm 

be based on the specificity of Type 1 feedback. By d e w o n ,  cornpliance with Type 1 

IOFs entailed extremely close correspondence (almost word-for-word) between the IOF 

and the subsequent answer. It is therefore not hard to believe that the emission of the 

latter was a fùnction of the pnsentation of the former, at least m the 60.3% of nich cases 

for which at least paxtial compiiance was shown. 

Nevectheless, data should be obtaheâ fiom a control condition. To accomplish 

this, a search was made for questions which evoked wrong answers and were repeated on 

Iater unit testdexams, but which received no marker feedback (other than, "good 

answer"). Unfominrtely, wbüe it was not uncommon for wrong rnsmrs to go moticed 

by both proctors, there were few mstmces m wbich this happened on a question that was 
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repeated on a later test. A total of eight examples were found; m seven of these, the 

student did not d e  the necessary change to demonstrate mastery on the relevant 

question. Future research should also explore how cornpliance varies across -dents; 

again, this was not feasible iu the context of the single class that was used m this study, 

due to the relerively d simple size. 

General Discussion 

Study 1 provides a compreheusive picture of proctor gradhg accuracy; the results 

suggest that steps should be taken to increase the likelihood that inadequate answers are 

detected by CAPS1 proctors. Study 2 provides information on student compüpncc with 

feedback, and considers a number of factors in relation to that statistic. Cornpliance m the 

CAPSI course examined was lower than might be boped (though higher than might be 

feared), and was not found to vuy systematically with any of the other measures that were 

considered. 

In light of these results, the single change to the CAPSI proctoring system that 

would provide the most benefit to students wodd be to mke it more Iürely that wong 

answers are detected. Whcn -dents submit hadequate answers on unit tests yet stiil 

receive a pass the mastery requirement that has been experimentaliy demonstrated to be a 

keystone of PSI'S success is compromised. 

Study 2 dso provides a method of snriymig feedback that is comprehensive and 

yet simple enough to permit hi& agreement among multiple obmers. Hopefully friture 

-dies wül attempt to furthet dehe the relationship between feedback type and 

cornpliance, especiaily for those categories of IOF *ch were not weîi-iepreserited m 
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a keystone of PSI'S success is compromised. 

Study 2 also provides a method of analyzing feedbsck that is compiehensive and 

yct simple enough to permit high agreement among multiple observers. Hopefully ftture 

studies will attempt to M e r  defuie the relationship between feedback type and 

cornpliance, especially for those categories of IOF which were not well-represented in 

Shrdy 2. It would also be interesthg to examine whether different students nspond 

differently to diffennt types of IOF, and whether it would k effective to fade fcedback 

fiom the more explicit types (e.g. Type 1) to the less explicit types (e.g. Types 4 or 5) as 

the coune progresses. Future stuûies should also take advantage of the opportunity the 

CAPSI prognun provides to study i l  detail the effects of prompting, modelling, and rule- 

giving on the verbal behaviour of students. 
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Table 1 

Proctor Accuracv Surrunarv for Sarn~les One and Two Combined ( 1 O 1 Tests) 

Samples One and Two Al1 Sept. ûct. Nov. 

Months 

Instances of Proctoring 

Total Errors 

Total Erroa as Percentage of IOPs 

IOPs on Wrong Answen 

+Enors (rnarking a wrong answer as correct) 

+Enors as Percentage of IOPs on Wrong answen 

+Enon as Percentage of Total Errors 

-Enors (niarking a correct answer as wrong) 

-Enors as Percentage of Total Eirors 

Total # of Answers 

Total # of Wrong Answers 

Wrong Answers as Percentage of Total Answen 

# of Wrong Answea Detected by at Least ûne 59 14 34 11 

Proctor 

Percentage of Wrong Answen Detected by at Least 56.7 53.8 69.4 37.9 

One Proctor 
--- -- 

Note. in the context of the table, "wrong answen" nfers to answen which the researchers 

agmd were wrong. 

Total Errors: Instances in which a proctor's judgement about the correctncss of an answer 

differed from the judgement of the nsearchers. 
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+Enors: instances in which the proctor judged an answer to be correct while the 

nsearchers judged it to be incorrect. 

-Ems:  Instances in which the proctor judged an answer to be incomct wbile the 

researchers judged it to be correct. 
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Table 2 

Sample One Al1 Sept. Oct. Nov. 

Months 

Instances of ProctoMg 

Total Errors 

Total Errors as Percentage of IOPs 20.8 36.2 18.9 10.3 
----A ----- -- - - - - 

IOPs on Wrong Answers 

+Enors (marking a m g  answer as correct) 

+Enors as Percentage of lOPs on Wrong answers 
- 

+Errors as Percentage of Total Errors 

-Emrs (marking a correct answer as wrong) 5 1 2 2 

-Enors as Percentage of Total Errors 1 1 . 1  4.8 11.8 28.6 

Total # of Answers 

Total # of Wrong Answers 

Wrong Answen as Percentage of Total Answers 23.4 41.4 22.9 8.8 - -- 
# of Wrong Answers Dctected by at Least One 10 3 6 1 

Proctor 

Percen tage of Wrong Answers Detected by at Least 3 8.5 25 54.5 33.3 

One Proctor 
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Table 3 

Proctor Accuracv Data for Samole Two (63 Tests) 

Sample Two Al1 Sept. Oct. Nov. 

Months 

Instances of Proctoring 367 S i  174 142 

Total Emors 115 15 54 46 

Total Errors as Percentage of IOPs 31.3 29.4 31 32.4 
---a- -- 

IOPs on Wrong Answers 149 26 73 50 

+Emn (marking a wrong answer as correct) 88 1 1  41 36 

+Enors as Percentage of IOPs on Wrong answers 59.1 42.3 56.2 72 

+Emrs as Percentagc of Total Enors 76.5 73.3 75.9 78.3 

-Enors (marking a correct mswer as wrong) 27 4 13 10 

-Enors as Percentage of Total Errors 23.5 26.7 24.1 21.7 
-A-- -PA. 

Total # of Answers 188 27 93 68 

Total # of Wrong Answen 78 14 38 26 

Wrong Answen as Percentage of Total Answers 41.4 51.9 40.9 38.2 
-- --- --- 

# of Wrong Answers Detected by at Least One 49 1 1  28 10 

Proctor 

Percentage of Wrong Answen Detected by at Least 62.8 78.6 73.7 38.5 

One Proctor 
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Table 4 

Accuracv Data for Individuel Pmtors (1 O 1 tests) 

Proctor IOPs Total % Wrmg +Enors % -Enors 

Errots 
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Proctor IOPs Total ?40 Wrong +Errors YO -Errors 

Errors 

Note. To conceal the identities of the proctors, the first and lad digits of their student 

numbers have ken  deleted. The first column identified with a "%" gives the values for 

total errors as a percentage of total instances of proctoring. The column labelled "Wrong" 

gives the values for total instances of pmctoring on answen which the researchen judged 

to be incorrect. The second ''?!O/' column gives the values for +enors as a percentage of 

instances of procto~g on wong answcn. 
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Table 5 

IOF Accuracv as a Function of T m  

Al1 IOFs 

Total % of Total Accurate % Accurate inaccurate A B 

IOFs 

Type1 94 41.9 78 85.7 13 9 4 

Type2 104 47.9 94 90.3 10 10 O 

Type 3 3 1.4 3 1 O0 O O O 

Type4 16 7.3 13 81.3 3 3 O 

Type5 3 1.4 3 1 O0 O O O 

Al1 217 - 191 88 26 22 4 

Non-Redundant IOFs 

Total % of Total Accurate % Accurate inaccurate 

IOFs 

Type1 78 46.7 66 84.6 

Type2 73 43.7 66 90.4 

Type 3 3 1.7 3 100 

Type 4 10 6 8 80 

Type 5 2 1.1 2 100 

Type 214 1 0.1 1 100 

Al1 167 I 146 87.4 

Note. in the bottom half of the table, the full title of the third column is "% of Total Non- 

Redundant IOFs". 
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Table 6 

Corndiance with Non-Redundant IOFs as a Function of IOF T-ye (for IOFs Provided bv 

Al1 Markers) 

Totai NIA F d i  YO Fuii Partial None 

Type 1 78 4 34 45.9 10 30 

Type2 73 5 41 60.3 O 27 

TF 3 3 O 2 66.7 O 1 

TW 4 10 3 6 60 O 1 

Type 5 2 O 1 50 O I 

Type 214 1 O 1 1 O0 0 O 

Al1 167 12 85 54.8 10 60 

Noe. Values in the fiAh column indicate percentage of IOFs which produced hiIl 

cornpliance, afler discounting any NIA (not applicable) IOFs. 
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Table 7 

ccuracv as a Function of T s  (for IOFs Providcd bv Instmctor or TA) 

Al1 IOFs 

Total % of Total Accurate % Accurate Inaccurate A B 

IOFs 

Type1 15 22.1 15 100 O O O 

Type 2 39 57.4 36 92.3 3 3 O 

Type 3 O O O O O O O 

Type4 14 20.6 12 85.7 2 2 O 

Type 5 O O O O O O O 

Al1 68 - 63 92.6 5 5 O 

Non-Redundant IOFs 

Total % of Total 

IOFs 

Type1 14 25 

Type 2 31 55.4 

Type 3 O O 

Type4 10 17.9 

Type5 O O 

Type 214 1 1.8 

Al1 56 - 

Accurate % Accurate Inaccurate 

Note. In the bottom half of the table, the full title of the third column is "O/o of Total Non- 

Rcdundant IOFs". 
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Table 8 

Com~liance with Non-Redundant IOFs Provided b~ Instructor or TA 

Total N/ A Full O/O Full Partial None 
-- ---- 

Type 1 14 1 8 61.5 O 5 

Type 2 3 1 3 16 57.1 O 12 

Type 3 O O O O O O 

TW 4 10 3 6 60 O 1 

Type 5 O O O O O O 

Type 214 1 O 1 1 O0 O O 

Al1 56 7 3 1 63.3 O 18 

Note. Values in the fifh column indicate percentage of IOFs which produced full 

cornpliance, after discounting any NIA (not applicable) IOFs. 




